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A proper building grows 
naturally, logically, and 
poetically out of all its 

conditions.

Louis Sullivan



 Company Profile
Contracting Company

Established in 1971

Founder & Chairman: 
Ahmet Kasapoğlu

Managing Partner & Architect
Özgür Kasapoğlu

Sub-Brand
AIMA Interiors,  

Established in 2014

Manufacturing Area: 
10.000m² closed area

800m² offices  
13.700 m² total area



Ahmet Kasapoglu Contract; 
adopts creating unique works as a principle with mastership, 

professional dedication and heart, and blends its past experiences 

with technological investments and an innovative view.

years‘‘
‘‘



From 1971 to today,
Ahmet Kasapoğlu Contract makes no concessions on quality 

for any projects implemented, and combines the processed 
raw material with expertise and advantages of technology. It 

uses knowledge of years and corporate memory to keep up 
with the dates and closely monitor the changing trends. 

While Ahmet Kasapoğlu Contract continues activities in both 
international and domestic contracted hotel furniture using 

technological opportunities of world standard, it provides 
innovative approaches and esthetic solutions for wooden 

furniture and decoration of houses, offices, restaurants and 
shops.  



Ahmet Kasapoğlu Contract’s philosophy is to provide customer-oriented specific 

project and manufacturing services using innovative approaches, distinctness 

and high-technology solutions for the constantly changing hotel furniture and 

decoration in the challenging conditions of current competition.

Philosophy



Ahmet Kasapoglu 
Contract; 

 regards the concept of “time” as the major part of 
the business life and project management. It is aware 

that efficiency is a product of teamwork, workflow, 
planning, and synchronization in manufacturing. 

The management teams knows how to combine 
these elements with the high technology for a timely 

delivery of works.

on time
ALWAYS



Handcrafted
A modern Factory

w i t h

results
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A glance at 
some of our“PROJECTS”



Regnum Carya Golf & Spa Resort
BELEK -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY



























Trendy Lara Hotel
KUNDU -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY





























































Rixos The Land of Legends Theme Park
BELEK -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY

















Regnum Carya Golf & Spa Resort - 
Crown Villa

BELEK -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY





























Rixos Business Hotel, Duhok 
DUHOQ -  IRAQ



























Regnum Carya Golf & Spa Resort 
Baron & King Villa

BELEK -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY

























Güral Premier, Quu Spa
BELEK -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY





















Papillon Zeugma Hotel
BELEK -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY











Kilikya Palace Hotel
GÖYNÜK -  ANTALYA -  TURKEY

















Elements making 
a difference…

Ahmet Kasapoğlu Contract is one of the leading 
companies in environmental awareness in addition to 

solutions produced and customer satisfaction. 

The equipment 
pool we have 

is not only 
advantageous 

in quantitative 
but also has 

advantages over 
the competitors in 

quality.

“

















Awards

Ahmet Kasapoğlu Contract

Turkey’s 10th Most 
Rapidly Growing Company 



Certificates
Quality Management System Certificate - Iso Acreditation: DIN EN 
ISO 9001-2008

Environmental Management System Certificate / DIN EN ISO 
14001:2009

Occupational Health and Safety Management System OHSAS 
18001:2007

CE Certificate Validity 05.01.2017

EFECTIS ERA AVRASYA / Classification of fire resistance 
performance in accordance with 13501 – 2:2007 + A1:2009

From this day forth, 
Ahmet Kasapoğlu Contract will improve 
its dexterity in processing information and 
displaying esthetic attitude as it has always 
done so that it will continue to be a desirable 
and reliable “brand”.



Besides carrying out projects, 

Ahmet Kasapoğlu Contract is the distributor of 

Vondom, Barcelona Design, Manutti, Royal Botania and 

Thonet and offers those services with 

AIMA INTERIORS brand.























HQ & Factory
Org. San. Böl. 3. Kısım 32. Cad. No: 12 Antalya / TURKEY

info@ahmetkasapoglu.com.tr 
T. +90 242 258 00 58

London Office
54-58 Great Suffolk Street London SE1 0BL UK

info@aimainteriors.co.uk


